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HOORAY
FOR COMMUNITY!

COMMUNITY AND JUSTICE

Can we learn from community
development experience as we develop
new approaches to community justice,
and will the shift towards locating
community justice within community
planning guarantee better outcomes?
‘Community development’ is often
misused to describe the passive receiving
of services in a location, rather than a
much richer process of bringing people
together to effect sustained action and
change.
In her 2012 Apex Lecture Jeanne
Freeman noted:
“. . . the absence of any Scottish-wide,
meaningful and honest conversation
about crime - who commits it, why
it happens and what we do about
it. [ . . .] We need to start [ . . .] talking
with the folk who pay our wages and
in whose name we work about what
they think the problems are and what
can be done about it [ . . .] until we do,
our criminal justice system will be led
by opinion poll, newspaper headline
and the politician’s inevitable focus on
the next election” (Freeman, 2012).

Fiona Garven and Justina Murray
WITH BOTH of us spending our working lives promoting the benefits of
‘community’ in various guises, you may imagine that we would join journalist Keith
Aitken in his description of community as a “’Hurrah!’ rather than a ‘Boo!’ word”
(Aitken, 2015). Indeed there is a common assumption that anything with ‘community’
in the title should automatically be trusted and welcomed. The flipside is that
‘community’ can be used as a spray-on term to mask less progressive developments.
So let’s start with some reassurance. In our view, community IS a positive term
(although we would say ‘hooray’ not ‘hurrah’ but that’s a state education for you).
In community and through community people can build common bonds and share
common issues, and through community, private problems become public concerns.
Does the language of ‘community’ automatically mean good, fair or just? Not at
all: communities can be exclusive and complicated. In some there can be hostility
to people involved in the justice system, and even vigilantism. It can be challenging
for community groups to address gaps around structural and global issues such as
welfare, social justice, poverty and inequality.
With the current redesign of community justice claiming “community lies at the
very heart of the new model” (Scottish Government, 2014), we should reflect on what
this means for communities and how far they have the motivation and capacity to
respond. We need to explore how far the language of community is helpful in relation
to justice, and if the time is right for a new national conversation on what this means.
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Whilst the current Scottish political
climate favour national conversations
about onything and awthing, would such
a conversation about justice really engage
communities and identify areas for action
and change? Well, yes and no, depending
on its focus.
There has been little national dialogue
about the workings of the justice system
or the role that communities already play
in relation to issues like resettlement from
prison and supporting desistance. There
is a need to raise community awareness of
all the factors which influence someone’s
descent into a life of crime and the
challenges they then face to create a
different future.
But if our national conversation
is just about what people need to
reduce reoffending, we would likely
find significant overlaps with previous
national conversations. A glimpse at
the early findings of the social justice
national conversation identifies few
surprises: fairly paid, decent employment;
affordable, good quality housing; flexible,
inexpensive childcare; responsive health
services free at the point of use; and a
community characterised by respect and
dignity (Scottish Government, 2016).
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We know that our progress in community justice is highly
dependent on our progress in social justice. So while we may
be reassured by some of the more progressive justice policies
north of the border, our ability to make progress in improving
people’s lives is hampered by regressive welfare reform
policies. In this sense, a national conversation about justice may
seem an indulgence when the answers are already there.
New community justice arrangements
Significant challenges have been set for the new local
community justice arrangements, to be fully implemented
from April 2017, but already being established in shadow form.
Named ‘Community Justice Partners’ are now working together
to develop ‘Community Justice Outcomes Improvement Plans’
(CJOIPs) by March 2017 to steer future planning and reporting.
Although not explicit in legislation, these are expected to link
across to local Community Planning Partnerships (CPPs) which
have their own acronym-laden responsibilities, including the
production of new Local Outcomes Improvement Plans (LOIPs).
Can community development approaches assist
community justice partners to deliver their new responsibilities
effectively? Should we take comfort from the fact that this is
expected to happen in the context of a refreshed picture of
community planning, including new statutory responsibilities
around public participation and community empowerment
(see Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015)?
Again we find ourselves reflecting on positive intent against
possible reality. There is a raft of recent legislation seemingly
developed in isolation but in practice having significant interdependence including; the Community Justice (Scotland) Act
2016, Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015, Children
and Young People (Scotland) Act 2014, and Public Bodies
(Joint Working) (Scotland) Act 2014. There is an urgent need
to link all this together if we are to avoid silo approaches to
implementation (which will soak up resources), and which will
help us work together to achieve common outcomes.
Sometimes, well quite often actually, we feel it says it all
if we need to legislate to get different organisations to work
together, to ensure vulnerable people are at the centre, to
ensure a co-productive relationship with communities, and
there is no evidence that legislating guarantees any impact on
culture, attitudes, relationships and behaviours.
Public bodies will need tremendous support, and increased
flexibility, to work in a truly coproductive way with local
communities: and people with most to gain from greater
empowerment are arguably those least able to engage due to
poverty, chaos, poor health and a crushing lack of hope that a
better life is possible at all.
Yet whilst the interface with communities is now everyone’s
responsibility across these diverse policy areas, including
community justice, it can seem to be no-one’s responsibility.
Those within the public sector who have a depth of
experience of community development and community
empowerment have also seen budgets slashed and services
decimated. This is a stark contrast to the heady 1980s, when
161 community workers in Strathclyde alone reported over
1000 diverse pieces of community work (Barr et al, 1995). We
have witnessed a recent retrenchment in neighbourhood
community development work, so that the focus is now on
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community groups and organisations, rather than the wider
neighbourhood or whole community approach.
A clear role for community has been further blurred by
politicians and policy makers who tend to regard communities
and the organised third sector as a homogeneous horde,
even though the latter includes sizeable, multi-million
pound ventures themselves increasingly forced down
competitive, at times predatory, business routes. In turn this
has made vulnerable, and even displaced, smaller community
organisations which have traditionally been in a strong position
to reflect and respond to local need.
Now, more than ever, community development has
an essential role to play in creating the opportunity, space
and support for people to come together and share their
concerns, issues and influence in relation to community justice.
Community development approaches can help build capacity
within the public sector to ensure it works in an inclusive
and empowering way with local communities: staff have the
confidence to ‘work with’ not ‘do to’ communities, and they can
articulate the actual level of influence communities can have
at different times. This kind of collaboration can create real
benefits, and community development provides a framework
for truly coproductive opportunities.
We know that communities already play a significant (and
largely unrecognised) role in community justice but there is
more that can be done to increase their part in linking excluded
people into community life, supporting people to develop
a stake in and actively contribute to their own communities,
offering support at times of crisis, and providing access to
local information and networks. Community development can
support communities to discuss and understand community
justice and linked issues around equalities, inclusion and what a
good community can offer.
This of course needs resources. Communities and
community development can only depend so much on
goodwill and fresh air. We need a re-examination of whose
role community development is, what it means in the current
context and how it becomes part of the way we do things as a
state.
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